Description

Wireless base station with sensor to monitor soil moisture indoors and outdoors, air temperature, date and time.

This unit makes it very easy to monitor soil moisture conditions of house plants, pot plants outside, the garden, the vegetable garden and your lawn. Now you know when to water. Push the probe of the sensor in the soil and every 90 seconds there will be a wireless transfer from the sensor to the base station of the soil moisture condition (in %) and the (air) temperature. You can connect up to 3 sensors. Additional sensors are available in our webshop. The system has a self learning process to eliminate the influences of different soil. If you connect more sensors, simply push the “channel” button of the base station and the readings of the other sensor(s) will be displayed.

A digital flower pot will support you and show you when you need to water. After watering the soil the sensor takes four readings. If these readings are consistent, the sensor will start to send new data.

It also shows the air temperature on the spot, date and time. You can easily switch from Celsius to Fahrenheit.

Product Characteristics

• Soil moisture meter station with indoor/outdoor temperature
• Extensively tested in Europe, indoor and outdoor
• Accurate measuring results
• Clear design with easy to use keys
• Up to three sensors can be used
• Tells you outdoor soil moisture level in percentage

Technical Specifications

Power
• 2 batteries AA (not included)
Product size
• 100mm (l) x 75mm (w) x 28mm (d)
Product weight
• 76 grams (incl. batteries)
Technology
• Capacitance domain technology
HS-Code / Taric-Code
• 9031809000
Certification
• RoHS and CE approved
Indicator
• large LCD panel
Material
• housing: ABS
• measuring probe: PCB

Ordering information

Packaging type
• 1 Monitor + 1 Sensor per carton
Carton size
• 8,5cm(l) x 4,9cm(w) x 17,5cm(h)
Carton weight
• 165 g

Control station displays:
1) outdoor soil moisture
2) outdoor temperature
3) indoor temperature
4) Time and date

Wireless transmission

Strong plastic housing for long service life

Clever pcb probe
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